Reporting **LIVE** with Pappu Pandey

Pappu may not be able to dance but he surely can report. But in case, you have missed our dear journo’s *dumdaar* reporting, we take you back in time as he reports **LIVE** on events that matter

---

**JHAD DIYA**

New Delhi, December 8

As you can see, the scene outside the vote counting booth has the *jhadoo* up in the air. The verdict of the Delhi elections is finally out, with the BJP clinching 33 seats. But what came as a real shocker is that the underdog AAP has won a record 28 seats, a commendable feat for a first timer! With that it wouldn’t be untrue to say, *jhadoo ne jhad diya*!

---

**RIP MANDELA**

South Africa, December 12

Sorrow, tears, grief... that’s all that can be seen at the funeral of Nelson Mandela. Freedom fighter, moral compass and South Africa’s symbol of the struggle against racial oppression, Nelson Mandela died at the age of 95. He was also the only non-Indian who was awarded a Bharat Ratna.

---

**BULL’S EYE**

Singapore, December 9

It’s a moment of celebration for India as the country bagged a silver and a bronze medal in the men’s recurve section at the Indoor Archery World Cup. Sports critics are of the view that this win will still boost the morale of the archers who have slipped out of the top 10 ranking.

---

**DOWN & LOW**

Mumbai, December 12

I am right outside the Sensex office and the situation here is pretty low as after opening with a gap-down, the S&P BSE Sensex extended its intra-day losses. ICICI Bank, Tata Motors, ITC and Reliance Industries were the major losers.

---

**FOOD FOR THOUGHT**

EU, December 12

“Food is meant to be eaten and not to fill cars,” this is exactly what people here in EU have to say. The energy ministers in European Union have failed to agree on a compromise deal to limit the use of transport fuels made from food crops. Critics are of the opinion that this will not just lead to an increase in food prices, but also do the environment more harm than good.

---
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---

**GHOOM DHOOM**

Mumbai, December 11

We are here at the Yashraj Studios for the press conference of the much anticipated Aamir Khan-Katrina Kaif starrer Dhoom 3. What you see next to me is the Dhoom bike that Aamir has been *ghoom-ing* on in the movie. The movie that is slated for a December 20 release has created waves and is expected to be the highest grosser of 2013.